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Shedding light on Chatting & Cheating

In the style of Georgia O’ Keefe, titled ‘bioluminescence
sheds light’



Shedding light on Chatting & Cheating



Shedding light on Chatting & Cheating

1. The Plagiarism Quandary: Challenges Facing Universities in the Age of Digital
Communication
2. Chatting and Cheating: Navigating the Tension Between Academic Integrity and
Convenience
3. Battling Online Plagiarism: The Necessity of Cyber-Security in University Education
4. Combating Digital Deception: Strategies for Dealing with Cheating in the Digital
Classroom
5. Plagiarism 2.0: The Impact of Online Communication on Academic Integrity
6. Learning the Rules of the Digital Game: Strategies for Mitigating Online Cheating in
Higher Education
7. The Digital Divide: Managing the Disparity Between Technology Use and Academic
Integrity in Universities
8. A Clash of Cultures: Balancing Academic Honesty and the Digital Revolution in
Universities

Produce several witty and intelligent titles for an academic research paper on the
challenges universities face with chatgtp and plagiarism…

Write an original academic paper, with references, describing the pros and cons of using AI, such
as chatgpt, in academia. Include both the academics and students perspective.

Write an original academic paper, with references, evaluating the challenges academic staff face
in marking student assignments written by chatgpt

Write an original academic paper, with references, outlining best practice for marking student
assignments written by AI like chatgpt

Write the methodology section in an academic journal article outlining how chatgtp technology
was used to write this methodology section



Shedding light on Chatting & Cheating

3/01/23 – conceptualise paper

9/01/23 – preprint EdArXiv +
manuscriptsubmitted to AEHE

24/02/23 – rejected AEHE +
submitted IETI

6/03/23 – accepted IETI

13/03/23 – proofs circulated,
manuscriptpublished

04/05/23 – 50 citations

Round I

– 1 reviewer liked it

– 1 reviewer condemned it:

–‘I read this paper assuming it was written by a human only to find it written
by ChatGPT… If authors tried to prove that a solid academic paper can be
produced by ChatGPT, they failed to achieve this goal’.

–‘The text generated by ChatGPT is not an example of plagiarism, as authors
suggest’.

x
For the Science journals, the word
“original” is enough to signal that text
written by ChatGPT is not acceptable:
It is, after all, plagiarized from
ChatGPT.

Round II

– Both reviewers liked it

–‘This is simply brilliant! A very powerful piece to demonstrate firsthand what
ChatGPT is capable of, what challenges it poses for HE, even how to detect
ChatGPT-generated work or how to prevent or minimise the use of this
particular AI.

🗸
Take home

-Use a pre-print server for hot topic papers

-Using and not attributing large language models is plagiarism

-ChatGPT cannot be a co-author

-ChatGPT output can be sophisticated – see the reviewers of Chatting &
Cheating

-This is moving rapidly – <100 days to 50 citations!

?



The c[h]at is out the bag

In the style of Edvard Munch – titled ‘the cat is
out the bag’



The c[h]at is out the bag
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The c[h]at is out the bag

#hits on Google News under ‘ChatGPT’ search

207 Regions



ChatGPT causes a splash

In the style of David Hockney – titled ‘Artificial
Intelligence jumps into a pool - splash’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

In the style of August Renoir – titled ‘Teachers
protest calculators’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

-The New York City Department of Education
reportedly blocked access to ChatGPT in
December 2022

In the style of August Renoir – titled ‘Teachers
protest calculators’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

-The New York City Department of Education
reportedly blocked access to ChatGPT in
December 2022

-ChatGPT listed as co-author in numerous
publications

In the style of Johannes Vermeer – titled ‘my AI
co-author’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

-The New York City Department of Education
reportedly blocked access to ChatGPT in
December 2022

-ChatGPT listed as co-author in numerous
publications

-Nature issues ChatGPT publishing guidelines;
Science bans usage

In the style of Johannes Vermeer – titled ‘my AI
co-author’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

-The New York City Department of Education
reportedly blocked access to ChatGPT in
December 2022

-ChatGPT listed as co-author in numerous
publications

-Nature issues ChatGPT publishing guidelines;
Science bans usage

-ChatGPT passes university admissions,
medicine and law exams

In the style of a courtroom sketch – titled
‘courting justAIce’



ChatGPT causes a splash

-Worldwide reports of students using ChatGPT
to cheat

-The New York City Department of Education
reportedly blocked access to ChatGPT in
December 2022

-ChatGPT listed as co-author in numerous
publications

-Nature issues ChatGPT publishing guidelines;
Science bans usage

-ChatGPT passes university admissions,
medicine and law exams

-Judge in Pakistan uses ChatGPT to decide bail
case

In the style of a courtroom sketch – titled
‘courting justAIce’



ChatGPT – a universe of possibilities

In the style of Vincent Van Gogh, titled ‘a starry
night skAI’



Write me an original song in the style of Beyonce but performed
by Boris Johnson. Include a edgy rap verse featuring Rishi Sunak.

Verse 1: Boris Johnson
I'm the Prime Minister, I'm the one in charge
I'm the leader of the nation, I'm the one who's large
I'm the one who's in control, I'm the one who's bold
I'm the one who's gonna make sure that we don't get sold

Chorus: We're gonna make it through this, we're gonna make it alright (x4)

Verse 2: Rishi Sunak
I'm the Chancellor, I'm the one with the plan
I'm the one who's gonna make sure that we can stand
I'm the one who's gonna help us get through this mess
I'm the one who's gonna make sure that we don't regress

Chorus: We're gonna make it through this, we're gonna make it alright (x4)

Rap Verse: Boris Johnson & Rishi Sunak
We got the power, we got the strength We got the courage, we got the
length We got the vision, we got the plan We got the will, we got the man

Chorus: We're gonna make it through this, we're gonna make it alright (x4)

ChatGPT – a universe of possibilities

Piece titled ‘gold wallpaper, platinum album’

In R, design code to produce an original pop music song.

# Step 1: Generate a set of musical notes
# Set the tempo
tempo <- 120 # beats per minute

# Generate notes
notes <- c("E", "F", "G", "A", "B", "C", "D")

# Step 2: Arrange the musical notes into a song
# Create a function to generate the song
song <- function(){
# Generate an 8-bar chorus
chorus <- sample(notes, 8, replace=T)

# Generate a 4-bar verse
verse <- sample(notes, 4, replace=T)

# Combine the chorus and verse
song <- c(chorus, verse, chorus, verse)

}

# Step 3: Produce the song
# Play the song at 120 beats per minute
play(song(), tempo = tempo))

Provide a series of provocative and controversial song titles based
Provide a series of provocative and controversial song titles based
on a rap with the following lyrics (note, the title should convey an
overarching story of betrayal): I'm the Prime Minister, I'm the one in
charge, etc…

1. "Betrayal of the Nation"

2. "The Power of Deceit"

3. "Leaders of Lies"

4. "False Promises"

5. "The Great Betrayal"

6. "The Price of Greed"

7. "The Consequence of Deception"

8. "The Cost of Betrayal"

9. "The Fall of the People"

10. "The End of Trust"

Provide a series of provocative and controversial song titles based
Outline scenes of a music video featuring the following lyrics: I'm
the Prime Minister, I'm the one in charge, etc

Scene 1: Boris Johnson and Rishi Sunak are standing in front of 10 Downing
Street, with the British flag waving in the background. They are both wearing
suits and look determined.

Scene 2: Boris Johnson is walking through a crowd of people, shaking hands
and giving speeches.

Scene 3: Rishi Sunak is in a boardroom, surrounded by advisors and
discussing plans.

Scene 4: Boris Johnson and Rishi Sunak are standing side by side in a park,
surrounded by people. They are both giving speeches and encouraging the
crowd.

Scene 5: Boris Johnson and Rishi Sunak are in a recording studio, rapping the
lyrics of the song.

Scene 6: The final scene shows Boris Johnson and Rishi Sunak standing in
front of 10 Downing Street again, with the British flag waving in the
background. They are both smiling and looking proud.

Write a detailed budget to produce and film a music video
featuring the following script posted below and also provide a
justification and rationale for the budget:

Location and Equipment Rental £2,000: Cost of renting a studio and any
equipment needed to film the scenes, including cameras, lights, sound
equipment and any other necessary items.

Crew £2,000: Cost of hiring a professional crew to film the scenes, including
director, camera operators, sound engineers, and ancillary crew members.

Actors £1,000: Cost of hiring two actors to play the roles of Boris Johnson
and Rishi Sunak.

Wardrobe and Makeup £300: Cost of hiring a wardrobe and makeup artist to
make sure the actors look the part.

Set Design £500: Cost of designing and building the sets for each scene.

Post-Production £500: Cost of editing the footage and adding special effects.

Music Production £500: Cost of producing the music for the song, as well as
any necessary licensing fees.

Total Budget: £7,300

Translate the following verse from English into Hungarian,
Icelandic, Mongolian and Swahili: We got the power, etc…

Hungarian: Van erőnk, van erőnk Van bátorságunk, van hosszunk Van a
képzeletünk, van a tervünk Van akaratunk, van az emberünk.

Icelandic: Við höfum kraftinn, við höfum styrkinn Við höfum þöguleika, við
höfum lengdina Við höfum sjón, við höfum áætlun Við höfum vilja, við höfum
manninn.

Mongolian: Бид их хөдөлмөрийг авсан бид их хүчийг авсан Бид их
цахилгааныг авсан бид боломжийг авсан бид их зорилгыг авсан бид их
хүнийг авсан.

Swahili: Tunatumia nguvu, tunatumia uwezo Tunatumia moyo, tunatumia
urefu Tunatumia maono, tunatumia mpango Tunatumia nia, tunatumia mtu.



ChatGPT – future landscapes

In the style of JMW Turner, titled ‘future
landscapes of humanAIty’



ChatGPT – future landscapes

Students

Admissions

Coursework

PlAIgarism

Writing skills

Academia

Hiring

Personnel

Job security

Publications

Degree relevance

Society

Revolutionary technology 
or useful tool?

Prohibition or adoption?

Winners Vs losers?

REGULATION???



Are we now redundant?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqhvmnb/revision/5

?

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/guides/zqhvmnb/revision/5


Thank you for listening

In the style of William Blake, titled ‘Adam and Eve are 
devoured by the apple of knowledge’

Any questions?
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